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ani, Fla., Feb. 2 CAP)- Two weeks before E'resident Kennedy was 

assassinated in Dallas, a man described to a police informer how it could 

be done. Dallas was not mentined in the conversation. 

said a high-powered rifle could be disassembled, taken into 

an office building, re-assembled, and then used for murder. 

Afterward, he said, officers "would leave no stone unturned" 

Prying fo find the killer. "They will pick up somebody within hours 

afterward ... just to throw the public off," he said. 

The conversatio_ 1  on Nov. 9, 1963, was taped and is not in the 

files of the Fiami Police Department. Its existence was revealed today in 

a story in t?ae Miami. News. 	olice then played the tape for reporters. 

An assassinntion attempt was not discussed in specific terms 

such as dates, times or places. 

Police would not identify the informer or the man describing the 

possibilities, who spoke dispassi,nately in a soft legel accent about 

bomb 	in laabama and Georgia and attemrts to kill the President. 

The man who described the assassinatio- possibillties did name 

one , e son he said was trying to kill Kennedy. He said, " ... (he) is 

just as likely to get 'I'm as anybody 	he tried to get Martin uther 

King 	he followed him for miles and miles, and couldn't get close 

enough to him." 

The potential assassin was described as a hardcore underground 

agent with a taste for terror bombing. 

The newsnaper story, written by Bill Barry, said the man who 

described a -ossible assassination on the tane was nicked up by the 

five days after President Kennedy was killed in Dallas, and 

questioned. 

The Secret Service and the FBI in Miami would not comment. 

Barry said the informer had told police that, as he attended 

meetings thro ,ghout the country, he had heard repeated talk about an 

assassination aftemnt. 

Because of this talk and because President Kennedy was due in 

Miami Nov. 18, the slice asked the informer to I.ure this man to Miami 



so his conversation could be recorded, Barry said. 

This conversation was on the tape: 

Man: "Well, we are going to have toget nasty. We have got to be 

ready. We have just got to be sitting on go. Count down and they 

move in on you. c=ount down is all right for a slow, prepared 

operation. But in an emergency operation you have got to be sitting 

on go." 

Informer: "I think Kennedy is coming here on the 18th, or 

something like that, to make some kind of speech...he will have a 

thousand bodyguards." 

Vam: "The more bodyguards he has, the easier it is to get him." 

Informer: "What ?" 

Man: "The more bodyguards he has, the more easier it is to 

get him." 

Informer: "Well, how in the hell do you figure would be the 

best way to get him." 

Man: "From an office building with a high-powered rifle." 

Later, the man said: " ... Take it (the rifle) up there 

unassembled and assemble it and ..." 

Still later, there was this exchange: 

Informer: "Boy, if that Kennedy gets shot, we have got to know 

where we are at. Because you know that will be a real shake if 

they do that." 

Man: "They wouldn't leave any stone unturned there no way. They 

will pick up somebody within an hour afterwards ...just to throw the 

public off." 

txx?resident 1-ennedy di come to Miami Nov. 18. Police said they 

dissuaded him from motorcading through downtown Miami. Instead, he 

took a helicopter. 

once would give no other indication of what credence they put 

in the conversation. They said its contents had been turned over to the 

Secreat Service after it was made and before President Kennedy was 

killed. 



Ba-ry said that, beca-Ise of the similarities in the tape and 

what tq2k place in ])..11.as, police bro ght the tape recorded 

conversatio to'the attentior of the Secret Service a2txx again 

after the assassinati'n. 	uk/rkl8pes 


